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Abstract: MRI may produce more informative diagnostic images than CT in patients presenting with focal stroke symptoms and
soft tissue brain injuries. The severity of the injury can be measured by the shift of the brain past its midline and the lesions can be
automatically detected and volumetrically quantified. Despite these clinical advantages, it has been a common practice to perform CT rather than MRI in the emergency setting since it is generally faster. As a consequence, MRI image reconstruction is often
accelerated by undersampling the k-space to maximize the clinical value. Various methods have been developed to recover image
blurring and eliminate artifacts from undersampling, among which Compressed Sensing (CS) gained a lot of popularity. However,
CS relies on intensive iterative computation, requires empirical parameter tuning, and often results in loss of image details. We
propose two new deep learning architectures that reconstruct MR images with undersampled k-space and incorporate subnetworks specific to k-space and image-domain data to jointly improve the performance compared to state-of-the-art techniques.
Furthermore, we show that the design of the second model makes it possible to reconstruct non-Cartesian acquisitions. We also
analyze how the networks learn to conduct adaptive local as well as non-local interpolation to construct the k-space. Results on
the common MRI sequences demonstrate that the two proposed models preserve image details and suppress artifacts.
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of 4Catalyzer, a group of technological startups focused on developing new types of sensors and pairing them with deep learning
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